To solve the problems of low precision, slow convergence speed and difficult data fusion of standard particle filtering algorithm, a new hybrid intelligent optimization algorithm applicable for data fusion is presented in this paper and will conduce to finding the ideal solution domain by making use of the global convergence of artificial fish swarm and enhancement of fusion precision by guiding particles to move toward the Gaussian area through particle swarm algorithm. Simulation shows that this algorithm can effectively break away from the local optimum, explore the idea particle optimal value and enhance the convergence speed and fusion precision.
Introduction
When different sensors are used to test a specific feature of different objects or one sensor to test different features of one object, the data acquired by the sensor will be fused, the former wherein is known as horizontal fusion and the later vertical fusion. The fuzzy measurement of Sensor r represented by proximity is of critical significance to the accuracy of information fusion [1] . Presently there are many methods for information fusion of the measuring value of sensors [2] , including random methods such as weighted average method, Kalman filtering Law, Bayesian estimation method; and D-S evidence, fuzzy logic deduction, artificial neural network method, rough set theory, support vector randomness and so on [3, 4] .
In recent years, scholars have devoted much effort to fuzzy measurement of sensor. Literature 5-7 employed Vague set to describe each sensor's fuzzy measurement information of the target, literature [8] [9] [10] adopted similar degree and signal to noise ratio to describe the relation among the objects tested by sensors. However, the degrees of certainty and uncertainty, proximity and signal-noise ratio are defined in these methods are not objective enough when describing proximity. Thereby, this paper presents a new hybrid intelligent optimization algorithm based on fish swarm algorithm and particle swarm optimization algorithm. This new algorithm finds satisfied particle information range by artificial fish swarm, and then performs quick local searching by partial swarm algorithm, accordingly updating the information of corrected particles and enhanced the local searching speed of this algorithm and showing global convergence property.
Consistent Proximity Fusion Algorithm Model
Consistent proximity fusion algorithm model is a matrix-based fusion model design in accordance with the reliability measuring indicators. Consistent matrices reflect the similarity of the information observed by different sensors, while reliability assessment index conduces to judgment of all the sensors' reliability within the entire observation interval according to the consistent series at different times of day.
Definition of Consistent Proximity
First of all, assume that there are n sensors in the measuring system to measure each of the objects respectively. For this matrix consisting of n sensors, direct measurement is employed. The measured value of ith sensor at t in a day is x i (t), i = 1, 2, · · · , n. If great difference exists between x i (t) and x j (t), then it means that the ith sensor and the jth sensor share very low consistency; otherwise it means the two sensors show very high consistency. Hereby the consistent proximity is defined as:
At the same time the time series consistency matrix of the multi-sensor measurement system at t of a day is acquired as follows through consistent degree.
Eq. (2) contains sensor measuring system S = [s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s n ] at the time of t. Spatial distribution of measurement is the embodiment of multiple sensor data space fusion. In the mean time {S(t), t = 1, 2, · · · } contains the distribution of measuring information at the current position in time dimension, which is the embodiment of the time fusion of multiple sensors. Thereby time and space are well connected with each other.
Consistent Proximity Fusion
Assume that the reliability measurement of sensor i at the time of t and other sensors is:
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In this case, consistency s ij (t) only reflects the similarity of two sensors at a specific moment; reliability measurement p i (t) reflects the similarity degree of one sensor with other n − 1 sensor(s) at a specific moment. The relatively large value of p i (t) at a certain moment can not represent high reliability of the sensor throughout the observation intervals, i.e. the reliability of each sensor separately has to be taken into account as well, which is assessed by virtue of mean value and measurement variance. The reliability mean value and variance of sensors are calculated as follows:
In order to facilitate calculations, the corresponding recursive formulas are expressed as:
T fluctuate slightly, then the reliability of sensor i is deemed as stable, i.e. with high reliability. As both r i (t) and σ 2 i (t) are important parameters of sensors, thus the consistent reliability measurement of the sensor can be expressed as:
After normalization, we have:
Taking account of reference ratio of the mean value to variance without parameter adjustment, can not only avoid impact from subjective factors, but more importantly reflect the characteristics of sensors, i.e. more truthfully depicting the significance of each sensor in measurement information. The n data at t are integrated as per the following formula:
Particle Filter
The space model of dynamic system in discrete state can be described as:
wherein, x t ∈ R n represents state variable at t; z t ∈ R m is the vector of measurement obtained by the sensor at t moment; w t ∈ R n and v t ∈ R m indicate mutually independent process noise and observation noise;
is the measurement function of sensors.
Particle filter is a statistical method based on the Monte Carlo method and recursive Bayesian estimation [11, 12] . Particle filter estimates posterior probability density by locating for weighted random sample
in the state space R n . To avoid shortage of particles, Gordon et al. proposed a re-sampling method, with the main idea of eliminating underweight particles and reproducing heavy-weighted particles.
AFSA Algorithm
Artificial fish swarm algorithm is a random search optimization algorithm by simulation of behaviors of shoals of fish, which starts from behaviors of the bottom-layer animals in simple structures and ends up with highlighting global optimal value in the group by means of optimization for behaviors of individual artificial fish. The mathematical model is described as follows: Assuming the state of individual artificial fish be expressed as vector X = (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ), wherein x i (i = 1, · · · , n) signifies variables to be optimized; the density where the artificial fish is localized is Y = f (X), wherein, Y indicates the objective function value; the distance between individual artificial fish is expressed as d i,j = ∥X i − X j ∥, and visual represents the conception range for artificial fish; δ is congestion factor; and step is expressed as the length of moving step. The behavior of artificial fish is described as follows:
(a) Foraging behavior. Upon detection of food, fish would swim rapidly towards the graduallyincreasing food areas. Set the current state of artificial fish is X i , randomly select a state X j within the conception range (d i,j < visual), and calculate the target function values respectively. In case Y i < Y j , then X i steps towards X j a little bit; otherwise with random step-forward, a new state would be entered into, i.e.:
wherein, sindicates the maximum step length of artificial fish; while r is a random number between 0 and 1.
(b) Swarm behavior. To ensure their own survivals free from harmfulness, fish naturally swarms together during the swimming process. Artificial fish X i searches for the numbers of partners n f and central position X c within the field of view. In case Y c /n f > δ ·Y i , then there is adequate food among the fish and it would not be so packed like sardines, thus X i steps forward; else, perform foraging behavior.
Else perform foraging behavior.
Realization of Fusion Algorithm
With the fusion algorithm proposed in this paper, selection of nearness exerts direct impact on the precision of fusion. The consistent approach degree is calculated according to equation (1) . This paper, by taking the measurement data of sensors as the input and the consistency as output, searches for optimization by use of hybrid intelligent optimization algorithm to obtain the maximum consistency among sensors. The steps of fusion algorithm are as follows:
(a) Particle swarm initialization (b) Evaluate particle fitness function. The objective function is s ij (t) = exp{−λ[x i (t)−x j (t)] 2 }. Herein, x i (t) and x j (t) are specific values observed through sensors, while λ is the optimization goal, meeting the rules of particle swarm in single-objective optimization.
(c) Make random initialization within the feasible region for the size of artificial fish school N, initial position of each artificial fish, vision visual, length of moving step, crowded degree factor δ, maximum repeated attempts trynummber, acceleration factors of particle swarm c 1 and c 2 , iteration number of fish swarm, and iteration number of particle swarm.
(d) Calculate the fitness of each artificial fish, and make comparisons with the state on bulletin board. If the former is better, then assign it onto the bulletin board.
(e) Each artificial fish updates its own position through foraging, clustering, piling up, and random behaviors.
(f) Fish swarm termination conditions. In case of attainment of preset evolution algebra, then update the optimal value and position on the bulletin board. Turn to (g), or else (d).
(g) Re-initialize the position and velocity of all particles, or assign particle information upon maximum evolution algebra of fish swarm to swarm particle information.
(h) Assign the optimal position and value information on the bulletin board to pbest and gbest.
(i) Evaluate the fitness of each particle (j) Make comparisons of the fitness value with that in the optimal position pbest of each particle. If the former is better, take it as the currently optimal position pbest.
(k) Make comparisons of the fitness value with that in the globally optimal position pbest of each particle. If the former is better, update the globally optimal position gbest.
(l) Update the speed and position of particles according to formula (16) and (17).
(m) Check the termination conditions (generally when attaining the preset evolution algebra or good enough fitness value). If the termination condition is met, then export the optimal value, with the algorithm terminated; or else turn to (g).
(n) Substitute the obtained optimal value into formula (1), and perform data fusion as per formula (2)- (11). 
Experimental Simulations
The simulation system of this article adopts three thermocouples for temperature test on thermostat tank. See Table 1 for observation values sampled after 4 rounds of measurements, with the true value at 700
• C. During the optimization process for the hybrid particle swarm specified in this article, take 50 as the particle number N . The maximum itineration number of particles iter max is rendered as 1000, while w max assumes 1.0. See Fig. 1 and 2 for the convergence courses of the optimization process and consistency approach degree of λ. As can be seen from the simulation results, the convergence of the specified algorithm is fast, and attains the maximal upon 376. Besides, the particles do not fall into the local optimum, with the optimization results significantly superior to standard PSO algorithm. As shown from the experimental result, the optimal value of consistency approach degree is 0.9628, while the optimal value of consistency approach degree by PSO algorithm is 0.9452. Neither is equal to 1, thus indicating that difference exists in measurement of the same characteristic of two sensors due to impact from environmental and subjective factors.
We can get Table 2 after taking value around . The results of table2 show that the value is affected little by the change of . The reason of it is the first observed value is almost as same as the real value, it has the high precision, and the secondthird and fourth observed value are not accurate. Using this algorithm can enhance fusion precision. Fig. 3 is a graph for absolute fusion errors with respect to the true value upon comparisons of each observation value of sensors after fusion with the true value. As can be seen from the figure, error by the current algorithm is lower than that by standard PSO. The reason thereof is that although the current algorithm may lead to more significant errors when locating for satisfied value range due to interference from environmental factors during the process of global optimization in AFSA stage, in the afterward PSO stage, particles can constantly update their values through individual information and swarm information, thus significantly improving the accuracy.
Conclusions
This paper, by integrating artificial fish swarm algorithm together with particle swarm algorithm for application to the data fusion model, and by use of desirable global convergence of artificial fish swarm algorithm in addition to the fastness of convergence with particle swarm algorithm, enjoys higher searching efficiency and convergence accuracy as compared to the previous two algorithms, thus is of great application significance in the field of data fusion.
